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The tourist shopping trade has played an important
role in Hong Kong's economy. In 197» income from tourist
shopping amounted to something more than 5 per cent of the
total value of Hong Kong's visible exports.
However, because of the recent general decline of
purchasing power as a result of the world economic recession
and changing customer demand, tourist retail shops in Hong
Kong are facing a new set of marketing problems that need to
be solved in order to retain Hong Kong's reputation as
shopping paradise' of the East.
This paper concentrates on studying five major
marketing problems. The first category of problems involves
salesmanship training, compensation methods aud standard of
customer service. The second covers the- whole area of market
planning and development. The third probes into the possibility
of integration of retail shops so as to lower costs and prices.
The fourth analyzes '.'rebate as an effective marketing means.
Finally, the fifth studies the problem of shopping malpractices
in Hong Kong.
It is the aim of this paper to obtain first-hand
data about existing conditions of marketing management in
tourist retail shops, and to strive to provide an objective
evaluation of the problems based on the data collected.
Recommendations are made in the perspective that
tourist retail shops have to promote a more effective marketing
strategy to cope with the obvious decline in Hong Kong's tour¬
ist shopping trade and the increasingly vigorous competition
from other Asian countries in this area.
It is hoped that this study will provide guideline;
for retail shops in Hong Kong to analyze their own marketing
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Significance of Tourist Shopping
in Hong Kong 1s Economy
Tourism has long been an integral part of the economy
of Hong Kong. It is the most important invisible export which
makes a vital contribution to the economic growth of Hong Kong,
For the decade from 1964 to 1973, the average percentage of
compensation for Hong Kong's trade deficits by earnings from
tourism was 64.9 per cent (1). In 1974, total tourist receipts
mounted up to HK$2,811.93 million (2), approximately equivalent
to 68.85 per cent of Hong Kong's trade deficits in the same
year (3).
Of these total receipts from tourism, shopping was
by far the largest item. It accounted for 61.0 per cent or
HK$1,715-22 million by all types of visitors (4). The significance
of shopping expenditure from tourism can be illustrated from the
•»
fact that in 1974, it constituted more than 5 per cent of the
total value of Hong Kong's visible exports which amounted to
HK$34,120 million (5).
(1) Tourism in Hong Kong- Facts Figures, Research Department,
Hong Koner Tourist Association. 31st Mav. 1974.
(2) Reports on Visitor Expenditure- 1974, Research Department,
Hong Kong Tourist Association. 7th February. 1975. Appendix B.
(3) A Statistical Review of Tourism in Hong Kong- 1974, Research
Denartment. Honff Kone Tourist Association- 1975.
(4) Reports on Visitor Expenditure- 1974, op. cit., Appendix C.
(5) Hong Kong Economic Trends and Indexes- December, 1974, Census
and Statistics Denartment. Hone Kone1 Government Publication.
The importance of tourist shopping as a chief contributor
to the economic growth of Hong Kong has been widely recognized. The
economic benefits brought about by tourist shopping are tremendous.
(A) Source of foreign exchange earnings
Revenues from tourist shopping contributed tremendously
to compensating Hong Kong's large visible trade deficits. Tourist
shopping expenditure also plays a very significant role in solving
part of Hong Kong's balance of payments problem as well as in
stabilizing Hong Kong's economy.
From the following table, it can be seen that foreign
civilian visitors' expenditure on shopping has achieved annual
steady growth since 1971.
Table 1.1 Foreign civilian visitors'
expenditure on shopping
1971 -197












Source: Reports on Visitor Expenditure- 197, op. cit.,
Appendix G.
The receipts in tourist shopping in 197 was an outstanding achieve¬
ment especially when it is seen against the depressing background of
decreasing number of tourist arrivals and declining purchasing power
as a result of general world economic recession.
(B) Emolovment ounortunities
Tourist shopping also helps creating employment
opportunities in Hong Kong. Apart from providing direct employ¬
ment for those engaged in the tourist shopping trade, its induced
employment effects are also important. Approximately, 60,000 jobs
opportunities, direct as well as induced, are being created (l)0
The range of jobs created by tourist shopping extends from un¬
skilled through to management tasks.
(C) Investment
The tourist shopping trade in Hong Kong generates a
large number of investment opportunities for local as well as
foreign investors. Large department stores, specialty goods
shops, and different kinds of retailing shops, are attractive
investment projects. Indeed, tourist shopping occupies a signi¬
ficant part in developing a tourism infrastructure. Compared to
investments in other business activities, return to be expected
from investments in tourist shopping is higher, and because of
such high return, investments in this area are impressive so far.
1.2 Puroose and Scone of the Study
The main purpose of this study is to identify the
most immediate and relevant marketing problems which are being
confronted by tourist shopping trade in Hong Kong. The identi¬
fication process will take into account the fact that shops
(1) Tourism in Hong Kong- Facts Figures, Research Department
Hong Kong Tourist Association, 25th Frebruary, 1975
engaged in the trade are exclusively retailing in nature.
The scope of the research will concentrate on examining
five major categories of marketing problems. The first category
studies the training programmes and compensation methods for sales¬
men and shop-assistants in tourist shopping. Personal selling is
of the utmost importance in tourist shopping. The success of a
transaction depends largely on the selling technique, attitude,
manner, and service of a salesman. Training can improve sales¬
manship, and generous compensation in the form of salary and
fringe benefits can motivate a salesman to better performance0
These two forces, put together, can exert great impact on the
performance of personal selling.
The second category covers the whole area of market
planning and development. The four essential ingredients of the
marketing mix— product decisions, distribution channels, pricing
policy, and promotion tactics— will serve as a meaningful frame¬
work for reviewing the strategies and tactics employed by tourist
shopping in these related areas.
The problem of integration will constitute the central
theme of the third category. In the vertical integration aspect,
the possibility of a group of independent retailers affiliated
with a sholesaler for buying, advertising, or other merchandising
activities, and receiving management aids from him, will be in¬
vestigated. Horizontal integration by which retailers join together
to form a retailers' co-operative will be examined for its practis-
ibility in Hong Kong.
The prevalent rebate system, so commonly and extens¬
ively employed by retail shops in the tourist shopping trade as a
marketing means to get more customers that it has already given
rise to very serious problems in the trade, will be analyzed in
depth in the fourth category•
Malpractices in tourist shopping are notinfrequent
in Hong Kong. The image of Hong Kong as a shopping paradise
has been under serious challenges in recent years. The origin
of this kind of malpractices and improvements for eliminating
these malpractices will form the basis of analysis in the fifth
category.
In addition to examining these marketing problems,
it is also the aim of this study to obtain first-hand data from
the tourist retail shops and to strive to provide an objective
evaluation of the problems based on the data collected.
Recommendations will be made in the perspective that
Hong Kong has to promote a more efficient marketing plan and
strategy to cope with the new environment in order to retain its
superiority in tourist shopping, that keen competition from
other Asian countries as alternative tourist destinations and
changing demands on the part of the tourists have posed serious
challenges, and that, more realistically, the tourist shopping
trade in Hong Kong is now obviously on the decline»
It is hoped that this study will provide general
guidelines for retail shops in the tourist shopping trade to
analyze their own marketing problems and, hopefully, to find out
effective means to improve the situation.
1.3 An Overview of the Strength and Weakness
of Tourist Shopping in Hongkong
Shopping has always been ranked as the foremost attraction
of Hong Kong to tourists (1). In 197 tourist shopping expenditure
constituted 61.0% of the total expenditure of all types of visitors,
whilst hotel bills made up 13.0%, meals out 9.2%, other entertainment
7.6%, tours 1.8%, and untraceable expenditure 7.%. -he figures
reflect clearly that shopping is playing a leading role in the whole
tourism amalgam in Hong Kong.
(A) Strength of tourist shopping in Hong Kong
Factors favourable for Hong Kong as the most attractive
shopping area in Asia are numerous. However, four jamor factors
are more conspicious and cannot be surpassed-by other countries in
Asia in the near future.
i. Better quality, better design, and wider selection
The general opinion is that Hong Kong is by far the
best place to shop in the Far East. A tourist can find almost
everything in HongKong as it offers wider selections of goods
that no other Asian countries can. Hong Kong surpasses other Asian
countries in terms of quality of the product, workmanship, and
(1) A Statistical Review of Tourism in Hong Kong- 197 op. cit.
selection. The majority of retail shops in Hong Kong can afford
to hold a greater inventory than its counterparts in Asia.
ii. Magnificant shops, gorgeous display and decoration,
and superb packaging
Hong Kong excels in the magnificance of its shops and
shopping arcade, in the decoration and display of goods, and in
superb packaging. Hong Kong is, at least, many years in advance
than other S. E. Asian countries in the art of product display,
window decoration, design, and packaging.
iii. Chief collection centre in Asia
Being a free port, Hong Kong's shipping facilities and
comprehensive banking services make possible that goods from all
over the world can arrive at Hong Kong and be displayed on the
shops. Apart from being a collection centre of goods, Hong Kong
is also the main supplier of some goods such as jewellery, precious
gems, etc. in the Far East because of excellent craftsmanship, main
collection centre of crude materials, and efficient communication
and banking facilities.
iv. Lower profit tax and no sales tax
Hong Kong enjoys the advantage of lower profit tax and
no sales tax. As a result, for example, European tourists are
able to buy European-made goods more cheaper in Hong Kong than in
Europeo
(B) Weakness of tourist shopping in Hong Kong
However, there exists some fundamental weaknesses in
the tourist shopping trade. To retain its superiority, Hong Kong
businessmen in this trade, together with the assistance from the
Hong Kong Tourist Assoication and the Government, should endeavour
to improve the situation.
i. High rent, high price
The existing rental policy exerts a crippling effect
on the tourist shopping trade. Rent, in most cases, accounts for
over one-third of total expenses of a retail shop. To derive profit,
tourist shops have to push up rice to sky-high, and this will certain¬
ly make tourists refrain from buying freely in Hong Kong.
ii. Unsophisticated selling attitude and service
Complaints of this kind have been often received from the
tourists. In order to improve the situation, the Hong Kong Tourist
Association had organized a Courtesy Programme since May, 197+ (1)
The aim of the programme is to upgrade service standards and attitudes
towards work among the employees in Hong Kong's tourist industry.
iii. The rebate system
The rebate system is blatant in Hong Kong's tourist
shopping trade. The effect of this system is to push prices ever
higherQ This system is made more complicated as it links closely
with the underpaid package tours. Travel agencies ask for
rebate in order to compensate for their loss in accepting the
underpaid package tours. This system is doing much harm to Hong
Kong's image of shopping. It must be controlled if Hong Kong is
to retain her shopping reputation.
(1) Hong Kong Courtesy Drive Brings Positive Results, Press
Release, Hong Kong Tourist Association, 25th July, 197+»
iv. Malpractices in shopping
Malpractices in shopping is not infrequent. Although
only a very small percentage of the retail shops sell fake articles
to tourists, the effect is very damaging to Hong Kong's business
integrity as a whole. Touting is also another irritating practice
to the tourists who are forced to buy things which they do not
want to buy.
v. Safety of tourists.
The soaring crime rate in Hong Kong is also a stifling
factor to tourist shopping in Hong Kong. Tourists fear that they
might be endangered if they go out shopping at night. As a result,
the tourist shopping business is hurto
2.0 THE MAJOR MARKETING PROBLEMS IN TOURISI
SHOPPING IN HONG KONG
2.1 The Marketing Concept in Tourist Shopping
Marketing in tourist shopping may be defined as
the systematic and co-ordinated execution of business policy by a
tourist shop to achieve the optimal satisfaction of the needs of
identifiable consumer groups, and in doing so to achieve an
arroronriatelv Drofitable return (1).
(A) Go-ordination of policies
This definition stresses the importance of co¬
ordination of policies in tourist shopping marketing in the areas
of personal selling, selecting the right marketing mix, and
eliminating shopping malpractices. In the light of this, marketing
in tourist shopping is thus much more than a modern refinement of
%
the traditional approach to selling, and successful marketing comes
from a well-planned market research and development.
(B) Role of management
Effective co-ordination of policies necessitates
sound management. Tourist shopping marketing consists of two levelso
At one level, it is within an organization; and, at another level,
co-ordination of policies may involve all the shops in the tourist
shopping tradeo Management is thus dominant as it formulates and
co-ordinates the whole approach of an organization or the whole
trade to its business0
(1) R .W. Mcintosh, Tourism Principles, Practices and Philosophies,
3rd Drintine:. Grid Inc.. Anril. 1972.
(C) Satisfying identifiable consumer grour
Successful marketing in tourist shopping is based
on an understanding of the consumer and on gearing the product
directly to his wants andneeds. The consumer groups can be easily
identified in tourist shopping. The target market consists of
tourists only0 Market segmentation is also an easy task„ The
major effort of marketing in tourist shopping is to convert pur¬
chasing power into effective demand for the product, and at the
same time, to be concerned with satisfying the needs of the buyers.
2.2 Defining the Major Marketing Problems
and Assumptions
Marketing in tourist shopping may cover a very wide
areaD It is necessary for this study to identify the most immediate
and relevant problems that are being faced by retail shops in the
tradeQ For ease of analysis, the marketing problems are classified
into five major categories. However, the interrelationship between
these marketing problems should be emphasized.
(A) The problem of personal selling and customer service
Shops engaged in the tourist shopping trade are
exclusively retailing in nature. Personal selling is the chief
method of selling. Success of a transaction depends largely on
the attitude of a salesman. Attitude is a general term. To be
more specific and applicable to tourist shopping, the kind of
attitude that is most desirable to the tourists may include:
1. pleasantness and smiling face,
2. courtesy and refined manner, and
3. knowledge and expertise on the product
The need for better customer service in the tourist shopping
trade has been fully recognized by the Hong Kong Tourist
Association which set out a large-scale Courtesy Drive
in May, 197.
The assumptions here are that training can
upgrade the service standard and selling attitude among the
employees, that the right selection of efficient training
tools can faciliate the training, and that compensation method
has a part to play in the employees' attitude towards work
and customers.
i. Training programme and training tools
Salesman training is essential in improving the
standards and attitudes towards work among the employees in
tourist shopping. In order to achieve the desired result of
better service, it is important to have a first knowledge
about the kind of training programme which a retail shop is
employing at present. Evaluation of the effectiveness of
the kind of training programme adopted can help in developing
better training programmes for the future.
Tools bear a very close relationship to the
success of a training programme. The selection of a certain
kind of tool to train salesman may influence greatly the
final result. It should also be pointed out that a success¬
ful selection depends to a large extent on the knowledge of
the tool being employed.
ii, Compensation method
Monetary method of reward or fringe benefit is
an effective motivational force to bolster up standard of
service among the salesmen and shop-assistants towards their
tourist customers. Work performance is closely related to
how employees are rewarded.
iii. Present standard of customer service
Because of their closer contant with tourists,
travel agencies are able to feedback what the majority of
the tourists feel about the customer service provided by
retail shops in Hong Kong, They are also able to provide
suggestions for improvement. It is therefore important to
have their opinions in order to measure the level of satis¬
faction derived from shopping on the part of the tourists.
As a result, a fuller picture may be obtained,
(B) The problem of market planning and development
The marketing mix may serve as an effective
and meaningful framework for analysis of the various aspects
of marketing in tourist shopping. The general assaumption
is that dynamic co-ordination of the four essential ingredients
of the marketing mix— product decisions, distribution
channels, pricing policy, and promotion tactics— would
bring fruitful results, Futhermore, in order -to attain a
successful co-ordination, a better understanding of the
overall picture of the marketing environment also mounts
much.
i. Product decision making
Marketing management employing advanced computer
techniques has already been fully utilized by a large number
of firms in Hong Kong, For retail shops engaged in tourist
shopping, it is revealing to find out whether they feel the
need of decision making based on advanced computer techniques
in the areas of product selection, product expansion or simpli-
cation, product for the right target market, product design
and.styling, and product inventory control.
If the right decision is made in these areas,
the line of products to be set up on sale can thus be cor-
rectly determined.
ii. Channels of distribution
Since shops in the tourist shopping trade are
exclusively retailing in nature, the place problem is of the
utmost importance. Two aspects of the place problem are se-
lected for investigation.
a. Grouping together of retail shops
One aspect is the common phenomnenon that retail
shops in the tourist shopping trade are crowded together in
a hotel arcade or the same street in a tourist district. This
kind of grouping of shops doing the same kind of business in
the same hotel arcade or the same street may result in little
diversification. Whether this kind of grouping brings fun to
shopping or makes it dull is the main theme of our study.
b. Possibility of super-market type of retailing
Another aspect is the possibility of super-market
type of operation for tourist shopping trade. Super-market
type of retailing has become very popular with the consumers
at large. Its main attraction lies mainly in offering customer
a wider selection of goods at lower prices. Moreover, it
minimizes the dependence on salesmen.
One of the weakness existing in the tourist,
shopping trade in Hong Kong is high price. Retailing in
the super-market type in which prices are lower may partially
solve this problem of high price. Moreover, it has the
benefit of less dependence on salesmen. Will the trend of
tourist shopping in Hong Kong in the future be heading towards
the super-market type? If not, what is the main rationale
behind? These two questions will be answered in our study.
iii. Pricing
For retail shops in tourist shopping, the problem
of pricing is of a delicate nature. Two aspects of pricing
are studied in this paper.
a. Pricing policy
It has been pointed out that tourists, different
from other types of customers in general (l), are particularly
interested in bargaining which may give them great satisfaction
(l) A. J. Burkart and S. Midlike, An Outline of Tourism.
Heinemann, London, 1974
and a feeling of victory. In this sense, variable-price
policy may be most appealing to them. However, the validity
of this generalization has to be tested before it is applied.
b. Pricing method
Prices of goods in Hong Kong are no longer cheap.
Indeed, high price is one form of obstacles in tourist shopping.
Before formulating sound recommendations for solving this
problem, it is essential to learn of the pricing method used
by 'retail shops in the tourist shopping trade in Hong Kong.
iv. Promotion tactics
In modern marketing management, promotion has
occupied a significant place. Percentage of advertising in
total company sales, and the promotional tactics of tourist
retail shops are the two main areas for study.
a. Advertising expenditure
Businessmen in the tourist shopping trade
attach great importance to the locational value of their
shops. In Hong Kong,' tourist shopping is limited to big
hotels with large shopping arcades and a few tourist
districts such as Tsim Sha Tsui, Causeway Bay, and the Central
District. The location of a shop inside the tourist district
is considered as having the best promotional value. This
laregely explains why they are willing to pay higher rent
in order to obtain a suitable site for their shop. As a
result of higher rent, they would tend to shrink from spending
too much on advertising. The assumption here is that the
advertising expenditure as percentage of company sales for
retail shops in tourist shopping is small. In expanding
sales, advertising expenditure has to be increased.
b. Promotion tactics
Promotion in the marketing context means to
win more customers by means of a well-planned campaign. In
promoting their business, retail shops in the tourist shopp¬
ing trade are playing a passive role in the sense that they
do not take the initiative in attracting the tourists. In
other words, retail shops are just waiting passively for
the arrival of tourists, Such passiveness may be explained
by the nature of the market which is largely a buyer's
market (l).
The promotional works retail shops employ
thus concentrate on such passive tactics as store display
and personal selling. They are not involved in active
promotion such as exhibitions.
(C) The problem of integration
Integration can be of great marketing value.
The main result of integration to attain the internal economies
of scale by which firms are given the advantages of managerial
(l) The Tourist Product and its Marketing Implications,
Tourism Quarterly, Special Article No. 9, 1973
specialization, group advertising, and lower costs. In this
way, integration on the part of retail shops in the tourist
shopping trade may bring the benefit of lower cost and there¬
fore lower prices and more business. The assumption is that
if retail shops in a certain arcade or the same street doing
the same business are willing to integrate with one another,
many economic benefits will be obtained.
i. Vertical integration
One of the methods is vertical integration of
a group of independent retailers affiliated with a whole¬
saler for buying, advertising or other merchandising activ¬
ities. This would enable retailers to receive:
1. More management aids such as advice on
accounting procedures, layout and display,
buying assistance and group advertising,
2. Lower-margin wholesaling, making lower
prices possible
The main advantage to be expected is: with more management
aids and lower costs, retail shops can be highly competitive,
ii. Horizontal integration
Horizontal integration is another possibility;
retail shops may join together to form a retailers' co-operative
which can derive the following benefits:
1. Improve retailing practices through aids
given by the central orgainization,
2. Group advertising to reduce expense,
3. Reduced cost of merchandise through
group buying, and
k. Lower mark-up selling price
In view of the keen competition from other S.E. Asian countries
such as Singapore, Twawan, Thailand, Burma, etc. which endea¬
vour to develop their own tourist industry, retail shops in
the tourist shopping trade in Hong Kong should find some
effective means to lower cost and therefore lower price so
as to retain its high esteem in tourist shopping. Horizontal
integration seems to bestow such benefits qf lower prices.
(D) The nroblem of rebate as a marketing: device
The rebate system is prevalent in Hong Kong's
tourist shopping business. In the boom months of 19731 the
percentage of rebate was recorded as highas over 30%» Ho
doubt, rebate itself may be an effective marketing device
by which travel agencies are rewarded for brining in tourists
to assigned shops. However, if carried too far, it may end
up in pushing prices to unreasonably high level. The outcome
is that tourists increasingly find that prices no Hong Kong
are not cheap at all but rather intolerable. Rebate as a
marketing device is difficult to be stamped out, for this is
closely related to the underpaid package tours in which the
Japanese tourists enjoy. However, control must be effedted in
rebate practices.
i Package tours and the Japanese tourists
Package tours are very popular with the Japanese
tourists who like to go in groups. Package tour may be define
as an inclusive tour in which all the compenents of a tour
including airline ticket, hotel facilities, meals, trans¬
portation, etc, are offered at one inclusive price.
Amid the environment of keen competition, travel
agencies in Hong Kong tend to cut down the already low price
of the package tour to an even lower price in order to accept
orders from Japanese travel agencies. In this way, the
package tours are often underpaid. To make profit and
survive as well, the travel agencies have to seek compensation
by asking rebate from retail shops for the return of bringing
in tourists to these shops.
ii Mechanism of the rebate system
The mechanics involved in the rebate system can
be very complicated. In its simple way, it can be in two forms:
1. Rebate counting on head: a certain
amount of money, say ten dollars, will
be paid to travel agents for each tourist
they bring into the shop, no matter the
tourist buy or not,
2. Rebate dependent on success of a
transaction: a certain percentage will
be paid to the travel agents on the
success of a transaction as a reward for
their effort to bring in tourist customers
No matter in which form, the final result is that prices have
to be marked up higher to cover the expenses involved in paying
the rebate.
iii. Rebate as an effective marketing device
Retail shop owners in tourist shopping understand
clearly the setbacks of the rebate system. But, they fear
of loss of business if they refuse to pay the rebate whilst
other are paying. Other retail shop owners may pay the
rebate to travel agents, and because of the latter's closer
contact and influence on the tourists, shops which have paid
rebate will be crowded with tourists.
Rebate as a marketing device is in itself quite
allright. However, if it is carried too far, the damage it
exerts on tourist shopping will be temendous.
(E) Malpractices in tourist shopping
Malpractices are most damaging to Hong Kong's
reputation as a shopping paradise. Malpractices in the
form of selling fake articles to tourists have to be com¬
pletely stamped out if Hong Kong is to retain its superior¬
ity in tourist shopping.
The general defence for malpractices in tourist
shopping can be found in the argument that, in order to cater
for the needs of a segment of tourists with low purchasing
power but wanting purchasing famous marks of goods, what
they can do to satisfy them is to sell imitation goods. In
this way, both parties are satisfied.
The assumption here is that malpractices of any
kind should not be practised, however attractive is the argu¬
ment, because ultimately the image of Hong Kong as a reputable
shopping centre will be irrevocably hurt.
2.3 Relevance of the Problem:
An Evulation
The problems investigated in this study is of the
highest relevance to the tourist shopping trade in Hong Kong
in light of the existing conditions of an unfavourable nature.
The decline of tourism as a result of general economic recess¬
ion, the possibility of further decline, and the sharp decrease
in the purchasing power of the tourists, altogether make the
v. prospect for the tourist shopping trade in Hong Kong look
quite dull. Amid such an environoment, it is the right time
for retail shop owners to carefully review the situation and
to find out means of solving the prbolems, especially market-
ing problems, for their trade.
(A) Decline of tourism in Hong Kong
The effect of the general economic recession on
tourism is obvious in Hong Kong. The following table indicates
tourist arrivals in the four years from 1971 to 197-
Table 2.1: Tourist arrivals 1971-1Q7A












Source: A Statisical Review of Tourism in Hong Kong -197
Research Department, Hong Kong Tourist Assoication,197•
The annual percentage increase in 197+ is only 0.3%. The decline
of Japanese tourist in 197+ as compared with 1973 was considerable
— a sharp decrease of 13.1% (1).
(B) Possibility of further decline in tourist arrivalf
The effect of economic stagnation and inflation con¬
tinues to be crippling to the tourist industry in Hong Kong in
the year 1975 Mr. Penn, the Director of Hong Kong Tourist
Association, warned that a further decline in tourist arrivals
would be possible in 1975 if the economic revival does not come
in the latter half of the year as predicted (2).
The Spring Seminar on Commerce and Industry, held
by the Hong Kong Chinese Chamber of Commerce in April 7 1975
also forecast that further decline in Hong Kong's tourist industry
was obvious, as statistics for tourist arrivals in the first two
months of 1975 witnessed a sharp decline of 12.8% over the same
period in 1974 (3).
(C) Decline of tourist shopping
As indicated in Chapter 1.0, although there was
still 5.5% increase in shopping expenditure in 197+ the trend
(1) Monthly Reports- Statistics for Incoming Visitors: January,
1975 Research Department, Hong Kong Tourist Association, 1975
(2) Hong Kong Economic Journal, Hong Kong, 26th March, 1975°
(3) Ibid, Hong Kong, 8th April, 1975.
is for the growth rate to decline. This decline may signal the
loss of attractions of Hong Kong as a shopping centre. o retair
its market share, retail shops in the trade have to vigorously
review the situation and devise sound marketing means to win
back their customers.
(D) Relevance of the problem
The five categories of marketing problems bear a
high degree of relevance to the existing conditions of the tourist
shopping trade in Hong Kong.
The objective concerned with the first category of
problems is to upgrade the standard of personal selling by the
method of training and the employment of efficient training tools.
Moreover, compensation methods link closely with the performance
of the salesman. In view of the present situation, improvement
in selling technique and customer service will help to gain back
customers.
The market planning and development category stresses
the importance of co-ordination of policies in marketing manage¬
ment. Io retain the customers, the marketing practices have to
be carefully reconsidered to fit the changing environment.
The integration action probes into the possibility
of lowering costs as a result of joining together of retail
shops, vertically as well as horizontally; by lowering price,
Hong Kongs tourist shopping tfcade will become more competitive.
The rebate as a marketing device section questions
the validity of the rebate method as a sound marketing device in
the trade, Rebate has the damaging setback of pushing up price,
so that in the present condition, it has to be carefully re-
ascertained.
The central message of the last category is that
malpractices have to be completely rooted up if the tourist
shopping trade is to survive the economic recession and to
regain its prosperity in the future, for complete elimination
of malpractices will make Hong Kong's reputation in tourist
shopping more honest and just.
he overall effort of the investigation is to bring
the attention of tourist shop owners to face the situation in a
more realistic way, and to find out means to design a better
and more effective marketing framework.
3.0 METHODOLOGY
-1 Cnns-hriifit.inn nf t.hf=» QiiAstnnnnairf
The main objective of the market research is to obtain
first-hand data about the existing conditions of marketing manage¬
ment in tourist shops. In order that the questionnaire may con¬
tain the most relevant questions, a pilot study was undertaken
before the construction of the questionnaire. After the question¬
naire was designed, a pre-test was carried out before embarking
on actual interviews.
(A) The nilot studv
The pilot study was undertaken for the purpose of
designing the questionnaire. A group of leading merchants in
the tourist shopping trade were interviewed so as to gather in-
formation and opinions about the existing situation of the shopping
trade in Hong Kong.
Questions closely related to the marketing problems
intended to be studied in this paper were asked in order to seek
suggestions.
For the sake of comprehensiveness and insight, a small
number of travel agencies was also interviewed for the same purpose.
(B) The pre-test of the questionnaire
Pre-test of the questionnaire is necessary because it
makes the questions more geared to the real situation. After the
questionnaire was pre-tested and revised, it is used for the survey.
(C) The questionnaire
The questionnaire consists of two parts. Part I,
totalling five pages, concentrates on gathering information from
retail shops on the major marketing problems.
Part I consists of four sections:
I. Shop particulars
II. Salesmen training and compensation
III. Market planning and development
IV. The problem of integration
Part II of the questionnaire, two pages altogether,
is designed to obtain data from the travel agencies about the
tourist shopping trade in Hong Kong. Part II consists of two
sections:
I. Opinions on the existing conditions
of tourist shopping in Hong Kong
II. Marketing problems in tourist shopping
trade
3.2 Analysis of the Questionnaire
(A) Salesmen training and compensation
This section contains two questions, one concerned
with training programe and the tools of training, and the other
concerned with compensation methods.
See Appendix A.
The training programmes listed in Question 1 include
three types of programmes:
1. On-the-job training
2. Personal conferences and instructions
3. Formalized class for lectures, dis¬
cussions, and demonstration





The compensation methods listed in Question 2 are:
1. Straight salary
2. Basic salary plus incentive payment
3. Straight commission with or without
drawing account
(B) Market Planning and development
This section consists of four main questions.
Question 1- decision making and programming of the product problem
Five areas of the product problem are chosen to ask
tourist shop owners whether they have employed computer programming
technique in decision making. The five areas of the product problem
are:
1. Product choice
2. Product expansion or simplication
3. Product right for the target market
f. Product style and design
5. Product inventory control
Question 2- channels of distribution
This question is subdivided into twoparts: the first
part of the question is intended to ask the opinions of the tourist
shop owners about whether the grouping of shops doing the same kind
of business, e.g. jewellery, etc. in the same hotel arcade or the
same street will make tourist shopping more interesting or less
interesting.
The second part of the question is to examine the possi¬
bility that tourist shops in Hong Kong will be changed to the super¬
market type of retailing in the future, for the sake of wider selection
and lower prices.
Because the place problem is important in the marketing
management of retail shops in the tourist shopping trade, opinions
on this problem are also sought from travel agencies, who are in
closer contact with the tourists and thus able to know more of the
shopping preferences of the tourists. The same questions on place
are asked in Section II of Part II.
Question 3- prices





and the pricing methods listed in Question 3 (b) include:
1. Prices based on total cost plus a desired
profit
2, Prices based on a balance between estimates
of market demand and costs of promotion
and marketine:
3. Prices set by competitive market con¬
ditions
Again, becasue of their closer contact with the tourists, Travel
Agencies were also asked to give their opinions on what the most
desirable pricing policy for the tourists likec This appear in
Question 3j Section II of Part II.
Question k- promotion
Question k (a) is concerned with the percentage of
advertising expenditure in total company sales, while Question
(b) is concerned with the usual methods of sales promotion em¬




k. Trade shows and exhibitions
5. Mail-order selling
(C) The problem of integration
This section consists of two questions, one on
vertical integration and the other on horizontal integration0
Question 1 is to probe into the possibility of vertical
integration in the field of tourist shopping in order to obtain the
following advantages:
1. More management aids
2. Lower-margin wholesaling,
making lower prices possible
Question 2 is to seek information on the possibility of
horizontal integration to obtain the following benefits:
1. Improve retailing practices through aids
given by the central organization
2. Group advertising to reduce expense
3. educed cost of merchandise through
group buying
Lower selling prices
(D) The rebate system and theunderpaid pakcage tours
Question 1 and Question 2 in Section I of Part II are
designed to get information about the package tours and the under¬
paid package tours being compensated for by the rebate system
in tourist shopping.
Question 3 Section I of Part II, asks the general
level of rebate percentage.
(E) Malpractices in tourist shopping
Question+, Section I of Part II, is to obtain data
from the travel agencies about the nature of complaints from the
tourists.
Question 5i Section I of Part II, is to investigate
into the kind of malpractices which are most rampant in Hong
Kong's tourist shopping trade.
3.3 Composition of the Sample
In order that the data collected are representative,
both the retail shops— including member retail shops of the Hong
Kong Tourist Association and non-member retail shops— and the
travel agencies are included in the sample.
(A) The sample size
Recognizing the fact that the representative value of
the sample determines the validity of the investigation, a total
sample size of 90 was decided.
(B) Defining the retail shops
Of the total sample of 90, 300 are member retail shops
of the Hong Kong Tourist Association, and 100 are non-member retail
shops.
i. Distribution of the 300 member retail shops
Because of the- diversified nature of the retail shops
doing different kinds of business, the 300 member retail shops
are stratified, proportionate to the number of retail shops en¬
gaged in a certain business of the tfcade, well representative of
the real situation.
The Hong Kong tourist Association has a membership department,
member tourist shops are allowed to stick the HKTA label in their
front door; the current number of membership retail shops is 93
(April, 1975 estimate).
See Appendix B.
ii. Non-member retail shop£
The 100 non-member retail shops were selected from
a list kept by the Research Department of the Hong Kong tourist
Association. The majority of these non-member retail shops
concentrate in the tourist districts. They were selected randomly
from the list provided by the Hong Kong Tourist Association.
(C) Travel agencies
Of the total 90 samples, 90 were travel agencies
all of which are members of the Hong Kong Tourist Association.
Member travel agencies of the Hong Kong Tourist Association were
interviewed because of their reliability and knowledge of the
tourists coming to Hong Kong. The 90 member samples were selected
with the help from the Research Department of the Hong Kong Tourist
Association. A total of 90 travel agencies were sorted randomly
from the Travel Agency Membership List of the HKTA.
(D) Return of the interviews
Circular letters were sent to these 90 shops and
travel agencies, requesting them to grant personal interviews0
A total of 320 usable questionnaires were obtained. The following
table shows the percentage of return:
Table 3©1: Return of the Questionnaires
Name Total Samrfl o Potiimpd Percentage
Retail shops 00 259 600%
Travel agencies 90 51 57 «0%
The percentage return was satisfactory. The other 180 consisted
of 11 unusable, and 169 were either refusals or could not be
contacted.
3.f Significance of the Travel Agencies
The main purpose of including the travel agencies into
the sample is that they serve as liaison between the tourists and
the retail shops.
(A) Closer contact with the tourists
Their contact with the tourists are more closer than the
retail shop owners. They are able to reflect the opinions of the
tourists on shopping in a more realistical way. For this reason,
two questions on the place problem and one question on the pricing
problem are placed in Section II of Part II of the questionnaire.
(B) Complaint receivers
Because of their closer contact with-the tourists, they
are in a position of receiving complaints of many kinds including
shopping malpractices from the tourists. Also, they are informed
of the standard of customer service rendered by tourist shops.
For this reason, one question on complaints and one question on
malpractices are set in Section I of Part II of the questionnaire,
and one question on the standard of customer service is put in
Section II of Part II.
(C) Unerpaid package tour and the rebate system
Trayel agencies are the protagonists of the rebate
system, in order to compensate for the underpaid package tours.
Two questions on the underpaid package tours, and one question
on the general level of rebate percentage, are asked in Part
II of the questionnaireo
3.5 Data-Collection Method: Personal Interviews
The data presented in this study were obtained from
a research project on Tourist Shopping in Hong Kong undertaken
by the Research Section of the Lingnan Institute of Business
Administration and sponsored by the Hong Kong Tourist Association.
The author was at that time the project co-ordinator, and was
actively involved in the whole process of arranging pilot study,
field survey, and personal interviews. The personal interviews
to retail shops and travel agencies were actually conducted by
25 first-year students of the Lingnan Institute, who were given
brief orientation by the author before setting out for interviews0
The author participated in the above-mentioned project
with the understanding that later on he will be permitted to use
part of the raw data generated from the project for his thesis
work. He is grateful that the Institute and the Association have
kindly granted such a permission.
Besides the personal interviews conducted under the
above-mentioned project, the author himself has separately made
several in-depth interviews with retail shops and travel agencies
in order to obtain wider understanding and deeper insight into
the marketing aspect of tourist shopping in Hong Kongo
The personal interviewing method is employed for
the following reasons:
1. From experience, mail questionnaires tend
to be ignored by most retail shops and
travel agencies, as a result, the return
percentage might have been too low to be
representative;
2. Many special terms have to be explained
to the interviewee;
3. Feedback is easier to be obtained in the
personal interviewing method; and
k During the time of personal interview,
some on-the-spot impressions about the
real conditions of tourist shopping in
Hong Kong can be obtained.
However, the limitations of the personal interviewing method
are also borne in mind (1).
3.6 Limitations of the Study
The author is well aware of the limitations incurred
in this survey.
(A) Interpretation of Terms
Since the questionnaire is written in English, and
although the interview has tried his best to explain the terms
(1) Green and Tull, Research for Marketing Decisions, Chapter
Prentice Hall, 1970.
in Chinese, different interpretation of the same terms is possible
mainly because some of the terms are rather novel to the retail
shop owners or some concepts are rather new to the travel agencies.
(B) Interruption during interviews
Interviews were mostly held during business hours so
that interruptions often occurred. In a few cases, because of the
impatience on the part of the interviewee as he has to do business,
hasty answers were given to the questions0
(C) Limited Scope of the Problems
Because of the insufficiency of time, the problems
studied in this survey cannot cover and well represent the whole
spectrum of the problems that are being faced by tourist shopping
in Hong Kong,
Jf.o ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
•1 The Problem of Personal Selling
and Customer Service
(A) Training programmes and tools for sales trainin
Results
Table f.1: Training Programmes





















The total number of respondents is 25
Anpil v.=n«
From the table, it is learned that on-the-job training
is very popular with the tourist shops: 83o5% of the total respond¬
ents employ this method to train their employees. The more formal
training programmes which may necessitate more effort on the part
of the management are less used. Personal conferences and in¬
structions thus account for 550% whilst formalized class for
lectures, discussions and demonstrations account for 10.0% only.
This reflects clearly that off-the-job training programmes are
not emphasized. Great stress is placed on the training aspect
of the training programme, but the development aspect is not
emphasized. The main reason may be that more formal training
methods demand greater expenses and effort on the part of the
management.
Sales training tools are not widely used with the
programmes. 2.0% of the total respondents make use of sales
manuals as a training tool; 20.0% of the respondents utilize
printed materials; 7«8% of them employ visual aids; and only
2o7% use teaching machine. The data show that the more expensive
the tools are, the less the chances of their being used by retail
shops in training their employees.. Moreover, the majority of




Table .2: Compensation Methods to Salesmen and
Shop-assistants in Retail Shops
Compensation Methods Mentions
Straight salary 164
Basic salary plus incentive
payment




The total number of mentions is 281
Analysis
The usual method of payment is retail shops is in
the straight salary form, whilst the basic salary plus incentive
payment method is also quite a popular form of payment0 he
straight salary method is simple and incurs comparatively less
costs on the part of the proprietors of the tourist shops, so
that is mostly used. Basic salary plus incentive payment method
is more desirable by the employees, and 109 sample shops responded
. to be using this method of payment.
The straight commission with or without drawing account
method is almost completely unused by retail shops: only 8 respond¬
ents answered to be using this method,, The reason for this may be
explained from two points of viewc From the viewpoint of the owners,
straight commission with or without drawing account is costing them
too much because, in a way, it may cut down the shop's profit„ From
the employee's viewpoint, this payment method isnot stable at all,
and income instability is as yet not very desirable by employees in
Hong Kong.
(C) Present standard of customer service rendered by retail shops
Results and Analysis
Of the total 51 travel agency respondents, 37 or 72.5%
answered that customer service rendered by retail shops are satis-
factory; Ik or 27.5% answered unsatisfactory.
The opinion of the travel agencies can well repre-
sent those of the tourists. From the data collected, they reflect
that the majority of the tourists consider that the customer servic
are satisfactory. However, there is still room for improvement.
Travel agencies1 suggestions for improvement on customer service
centre around four main areas:
1. Salesmen and shop-assistants as well should
strive to cultivate a genuine desire to
serve the customer: attitudes should be more
friendly, more sympathetic, and more patient.
Unfriendliness, indifference, and impatience
are the three deterrents to better customer
services:
2. Sellihg technique should be much refined and
polished: avoid pushing customers to buy things
which they do not intend to buy; moreover,
salesmen should not lose temper if a customer
does not buy anything after many selections;
3. Adqquate training should be given to salesmen
and shop-assistants. Training should include
the teaching of one or two languages, for
example, English andor Japanese;
4. The existing scale of salary is inadequate
to attract high-quality salesmen and shop-
assistants.
Most of the travel agencies accepted that the present salary
scale in tourist shops for salesmen and shop-assistants is
rather unattractive for high-quality persons. Although higher
than most S.E. Asian countries, the level of salary is lower
than that in Europe, Japan and the United States,,
These suggestions are very practical and realistic enough. It
pinpoints that it is the responsibility of the retail shop manage¬
ment to improve customer service in two major areas: to provide
adequeate training to salesmen and shop-assistants and give them
a more attractive salary. Training can polish selling attitude;
and sufficient monetary reward is a significant motivating force
to salesmen and shop-assistants to improve their services.
boZ Market Planning and Development
(A) The need for Decision-making and programming in product planning
Results
Table b.Ji The Need for Decision-Making
Programming in Product planning
Decisions that need be made Yes No
Don't
Know
Which products should the firm
buy or which should it make 19b 1+7 18
Should the company expand or
simplify its line 16A 5C b
Is the quality right for the
intended use and market 218 20 21
How should the product be
styled and designed, and in
what sizes, colours, and
materials should it be pro¬
duced 21f 21 2b
In what quantities should
each item be bought or made,
and what inventory controls
should be established 210 19 30
The number of total respondents is 259
Anal vsis
The overall impression is that the overwhelming
majority of the tourist shop management is aware of the need
for decision-making and programming in their product planning.
Customer tastes are ever changing, and the success of a tourist
shop depends on how much it can sell products which fit customer
taste. Becasue of this factor, product decisions have to be
carefully made. Advanced computer programming technique can
be utilized to fulfil the function of assisting management in
its process of decision.
The variables involved in making a right decision are
so complicated that only experiences plus intuition on the part
of the tourist shop owners are insufficient. Assisted by pro¬
gramming in the areas of product planning, tourist shops can be
more in touch with product selection, product expansion or
simplification, product style and design, product for the target
market, and product inventory control0
From the table, the data reflect that 750%, 63.5%
84.0$, 82.5$, and 81.0$ of the respondents answered that decis¬
ions need to be made in the five major areas of the product
planning process respectively. The consensus of opinions indicate
the real need for utilizing the potentialities of advanced
computer programming methods to assist management decision in
the product area0
(B) Channels of distribution
i. Grouping of retail shops doing the same kind of business
in the same hotel arcade or the same street
The question is: Do you find that grouping of shops
doing the same kind of business, e.g. jewellery, etc. in the
same hotel arcade or the same street will make Tourist Shopping
more interesting?
The result shows that out of the 259 total respondents,
107 or 41.5% answered yes, 121 or answered no, and 31
or 11.9% answered "don't know".
The data indicate that opinions on this problem are
widely apart, almost a 50-50 case© Two polarized viewpoints
about the place problem, each having more or less the same number
of supporters, exist in the desirous site of retail shops in the
tourist shopping trade.
Opinions from the travel agencies follow more or less
the same pattern as that of the tourist shop owners© However,
their opinions, for or against, suggest some guidelines for
analysis.
For those travel agencies who agree that grouping of
retail shops in tourist shopping may give tourists more fun hold
the following reasons:
1. Grouping of shops together may bring about
shopping convenience, especially good for
those tourists in package tours with tight
time schedules;
2, Keen competition arising out of grouping
together of shops in the same hotel ar¬
cade or the same street tend to make
price lower and thus make tourist shopping
cheaper and more attractive in Hong Kong;£
3, Comparison of goods can be obtained easily
because many shops are selling the same kind of
goods and articles0
for those who consider that grouping of shops in this way
will make shopping less interesting for tourists provide the follow¬
ing reasons:
1, Less fun becasue of little diversification
of goods on sale;
2. More convenient but not necessarily inter¬
esting::
3. A large degree of standardization exist
in the products on display, packaging, and
style design;
4. The practice of winning or attracting
customers to their shops sometimes are
too competitive that tourists may feel
quite embarrassedo
From the above reasons, it is clearly reflected that
grouping of shops has its benefits as well as disadvantages.
Grouping of shops in itself is not a bad marketing technique.
However, shop owners should strive to diversify the products
they are selling to tourists, thus making shopping more fun.
ii. Super-market type of retailing in tourist shopping
Results and Analysis
The question is: Regarding retailing, do you think
that the trend in Hong Kong Tourist Shopping will be something
like that of the super-market type by whicha tourist is offered
a wider selection at lower prices?
Over 85oO% of the tourist shop owners think that the
trend in tourist shopping in Hong Kong will not be towards the
super-market type of retailingo
Their reasons against this idea can be grouped into
sever major areas:
1, Tourists rexpect better service rather than
wider selection. Especially for some ex¬
pensive goods such as jewellery, a salesman's
professional service is a must, and is more
attractive than other things else:
2, The nature of the target market of customers
in tourist shopping is different from that
of other markets in retailing;
3o Capital investment incurred in operating a
super-market type of retail shop is rather
heavy, and profits may not be very hgih;
k. The control problem in super-market type
of retailing is complicated;
5. Most retail shop owners consider that
their line ofbusiness cannot be stand¬
ardized as the products ondisplay in
ordinary supermarkets;
6. Tourists seldomly buy in bulk: quality
is more important than quantity in tourist
shopping. Because of this, the benefit
of speedy turn-over may not appear in
tourist shopping;
7. tourists enjoy bargaining. The psycho¬
logical satisfaction obtained from a
successful bargaining is very great
Some of the above reasons provide insight into some
major characteristics fundamental of tourist shopping, the nature
of which is different from that of other types of shopping.
The 15.0 or less respondents who consider that super¬
market type of retailing will be the future trend in tourist
shopping suggest the following reasons:
1. Some goods, such as ready-made garments,
can be sold in the super-market type to
reduce operating costs and thus lowering
orices to attract more buvers:
2. The main advantage in this type of retail-
ins is cheaner -price. Because of the
present economic recession, more and
more tourists become price-conscious,
cheaper price may be a very attractive
marketing policy;
3. A few large department stores in Hong Kong
engaged in tourist shopping have already mad
some of their sections selling goods in a
super-market method.
Opinions from travel agencies do not reflect an over¬
whelming disagreement to the super-market type of retailing in
tourist shopping in Hong Kong. Their opinions are well-balanced
between agreement and disagreement® For disagreement their reasons
resemble those given above by retail shop owners. However, they
seem to emphasize two points:
1. The control and security problem, especially
for those rvrooToufi and exnensive £Oods:
2. Capital investment incurred is too heavy for
a single shop owner to bear.
For those who agree to the super-market type of retailing
stress much the following two points:
1. Pricing is more fixed and thus more honest
in the sense that there is little room for
bargaining;
2. Malpractices in shopping can be eliminated.
These two points can well reflect the general opinion of the
tourists about shopping in Hong Kong: Prices are already high




Table Pricing Policy in Retail
Shops in Tourist Shopping
Retail Shop Res-













The data reflect that a slight majority of the retail
shop owners in the sample are increasingly understanding the
importance of the one-price policy as the best pricing policy
which may tend to bring tourist shopping on a more honest foot-
ingo The variable-price policy, although it can offer tourists
satisfaction in bargaining, and may bring comparatively more
profit, yet such practice has its own drawback,. For example,
if a tourist later finds out that he can buy the same goods
38
247
cheaper in another shop, the resulting damage to the shopping
reputation of Hong Kong will be quite tremendous. The single-
price policy is seldomly practised becasue it is not a general
phemonenum for tourists to buy in bulk.
The one-price policy in tourist shopping also finds
many supporters amongst the travel agencieso 28 travel agency
respondents consider that the one-price policy should be more
desirable This reflects that an increasing demand on the part
of the tourists, via the travel agencies, for a more stable and
consistent pricingpolicy. 18 travel agency respondents favour
the variable-price policy, for the main reason that his policy
may allow the tourists more fun and interest in bargaining.
ii. Pricing method
Results
Table .5? Methods in Price Setting
Mentions
Prices based on total cost plus
a desired profit 141
Price based on a balance between
estimates of market demand and
costs of promotion marketing kk




The method of pricing based on total cost plus a
desired profit is considered appropriate by most respondents,
for his method is simple and straightforward and easier to
calculate as it does not involve complicated mechanism. Pricing
based on a abalance between estimates of market demand and costs
of promotion and marketing receives poor respones because it is
complicated and how to strike a balance is not an easy job0 Pricing
set by competitive market conditions has the advantage of flexibility;
however, its disadvantage of inconsistency may offset its advantage.
In considering which method is more appropriate, the advantage
offered by the method of pricing based on total cost plus a




Table fc6: Advertising Expenditure as
















The number of total respondents is 231
Analysis
The data clearly indicate that tourist shops do not
place proper stress on advertising becasue almost all of the shop
owners believe in the locational value of the site of their shops.
They pay high rent for their shops, so that they do not want to
spend much in advertising in order to reduce expenses. Not a
small number of tourist shops in the sample spend nothing in
advertising— 60 respondents stated they spend 0% in advertisingo
If tourist shops ever advertise, the percent of the
advertising expenditure of company sales will not exceed 5 to
10 per cento This reflects the reluctance of tourist shop owners
to spend much on advertisingo
ii. Promotional tactics
Results













The number of total respondents in 508
Analysis
These data indicate that retail shops in the tourist
shopping trade are employing the traditional method of promoting
saleso The more aggressive type of promotion, such as advertising,
trade shows, exhibitions, etc0 are not frequently usedo The main
stress of promotion is placed on personal selling and store dis¬
play. Traditional method of promotion has its own intrinsic value,
but, against the background of keen competition, more aggressive
type of promotional tactic should be actively employedo
k0~5 The Problem of Integration
(A) Vertical integration
Results
Table 08: Advantages from Ver¬
tical Integration
Yes No
More management aids (Advice on
accounting procedure, layout,
and display, buying assistance
and group advertising) q8 161
Lower-margin wholesaling, making
lower prices possible 120 139
The number of total respondents is 259
Analvsis
Shop owners are mostly reluctant to combine with a
wholesaler,, 161 or 62o0% of the respondent shops do not think
that vertical integration in their field of business can bring
more management aids. Only 380Q% of the sample shops consider
that such advantages can be brought about by vertical integration.
The advantage oflower-margin wholesaling seems to be relatively
more attractive: 120 or of the respondent shops think that
lower prices are possible by means of vertical integration.
The data collected indicate that the majority of the
tourist shop owners do not entertain the idea of affiliating with
a wholesaler in order to obtain more management aids. The main
reasons are twofold:
1. Wholesalers may not be able to grasp exactly
what kind of management aids a retailer should
need, so that, sometimes, the aids or advices
will not be practical enought;
2. ourist shop owners are reluctant to reveal
business data of their operation to whole-
salers
Thus, weighing the pros and cons, the majority of the tourist
shop owners decide not to affiliate with a wholesaler becasue
they think that the practice would not bring very fruitful
results,
However, in the case that affiliation with a whole¬
saler can result in lower price, half of the respondents expressed
their willingness to integrate. This reflects that retail shops
are concerned with high price which may deter buyers, so that




Table 4.9: Advantages from Hori¬
zontal integration
Yes Nn
Improve retailing practices through
aids given by the central organis¬
ation 97 162
Group advertising to reduce expense 109 150
Reduced cost of merchandise through
group buying 96 163
Lower selling pricee 92 167
The number of total respondents is 259
Analysis
Again, the proposal of horizontal integration is not
attractive enough for tourist shop owners0 162 or of the
repondents express doubts over the possibility that a retailers.
co-operative can improve retailing practices through aids given
by the central organization, However, 37o5% of the shops do
consider that it is possible.
63oO% of the sample shops do not think that horizontal
integration can bring about reduced cost of merchandise through
group buying, for group buying may mean the loss of independent
action on the part of the member shops of the co-operative0
64,5% of the respondents feel that a retailers1
co-operative cannot make lower selling prices possible. The
data reflect that the majority of the tourist shop owners in
Hong Kong do not think lower prices are much possible—either by-
horizontal or by vertical integration
The idea that a retailers' co-operative can effect group
advertising to reduce expenses seems to be comparatively more
attractive to tourist shop owners. k2o0% of the respondents think
that it is possible. This reveals that tourist shops do want to
advertise for their goods, but they fear the expenses are too
higho If group advertising has the advantage of lowering costs,
they would like to try.
4-4 The Problem of Rebate as a Marketing Device
(A) Travel agency's opinions on package tours
Results and Analysis
The general opinion of travel agencies on the package
tours is that it is more economical, easier to organize and control,
and, as a product, more marketableo
Package tour is less expensive. Its origin is closely
related to the rise of travelling fervour of the Japanese who
enjoy to tour in groups0 Becasue of its low price, package tour
is very popular with the Japanese tourists who like to pay a
fixed sum of money, all-inclusive, for their tour. As com¬
petition sets in, the price the package tour tends to become even
more cheaper, so that more and more people, especially those in
the lower-income bracket group, are able to afford a tour. The
main attraction of the package tour is that it can bring expenses
within a certain limit. In this way, tourists can calculate
expenses on a budgeted basiso
From the travel agency's viewpoint, for tourists who
like to travel in groups, pakcage tour offers the convenience
of easier management and control. Programmes are fixed before¬
hand, so that every step is tightly scheduled. Arragements
regarding transportation, hotel facilities, and sightseeing,
can be made in a systematic way. In terms of operation and
administration, package tour has the great advantage of systematic
scheduling,.
As a product, pakcage tour is more marketable than
other kinds of tour. Its main appeal likes in its all-inclusive-
ness in which all the components of a tour including destination,
accommodation, catering, entertainment and recreation, are offered
at one inclusive price0 Tourists do not need to worry about other
things; what they need to do is just to pay the fixed amount of
money, and everything will be arranged for their enjoyment. The
popularity of the package tour, especially with the Japanese
market, confirms its marketable potentialities,.
(B) Underpaid package tours being compensated for by the
rebate system in shopping
Results and Analysis
Because of keen competition, travel agencies both in
Hong Kong and Japan tend to cut down the price0 TraVel agencies
in Japan, in order to win more customers, cut the price of the
package tours to a level that is unreasonably low. Because of
the already low price, travel agencies in Hong Kong cannot make
a reasonable profit when they accept orders from the travel
agencies in Japan. To compensate for these underpaid package
tours, travel agencies in Hong Kong have to ask for rebate from
tourist shop owners. For those shops which are willing to pay
rebate, travel agencies will bring in the tourists to these
shopso In this way, both sides seem to reap benefits: for the
retail shops, they have customers; for the travel agencies, they
have the rebate. However, the resulting effect is that higher
and higher prices in shopping, and the end result is that tourists
shrink from buying in Hong Kong.
For the question: Have you any comments on the 'under¬
paid1 package tours being compensated for by the 'rebatesystem1 in
shopping?— the opinions of the travel agencies can be stated
as follows:
Those who are against this practice have the following
reasons:
•t
1o In the first place, underpaid package tours
should not be accepted;
2. The rebate system is destroying the good image
of Hong Kong as shopping paradise;
3o Eventually, the whole tourist industry will
be damagedo
On the other hand, those travel agencies who support the
practice give the followingreasons:
1. The underpaid package tours are manipulated
by travel agencies in Japan, and Hong Kongfs
travel agencies cannot do anything about it;
2. In order to survive, they have to take the
rebate from the tourist shops;
3. Rebate itself is a normal business practice;
so far as it is not excessive, there is no
harm in it;
k. Retail shops should not count rebate as a
part of sales cost and thus mark up prices, but
should deduct the rebate from their profits0























The number of respondents is 32
Analvsis
5 respondents answered no comment, and 8 answered
0%. It can be interpreted in two ways:
Respondents
1. It may mean that these respondents are not
engaged in accepting underpaid package
tours and therefore there is no need to
ask for rebate:
2. It may be also interpreted that they did
not want to reveal the rebate percentage»
From the data collected, however, they indicate clearly
that the system of rebate does exist in Hong Kongs tourist
shopping trade, and the general level of rebate percentage is
between 10$ to 20$, which is rather high indeedo There are cases
where the rebate percentage is over 30%•
The existence of rebate complicates the pricing policy
and method as well in tourist shops® The general effect is to push
up prices and results in decline of tourist shopping in Hong Kong.
This practice of rebate as a marketing device employed by tourist
•
shops to obtain more customers should be seriously reconsidered®
In the short run, it might bring benefit, but long-termedly
the consequence is sure to be devastating®
Travel agencies 'also have to be very scrupulous in
taking rebate, becasue the effect of high price will not be
borne alone by tourist shop owners, but the tourist industry as
a whole may be affected0
A. 5 Malpractices in Tourist Shopping
(A) Tourist complaints about shopping in Hong Kong
Results Analysis
The question asked is: Have you heard of any complaints
made by tourists about shopping in Hong Kong— of the total 51
respondents, 33 or 65oO% of the respondents answered yes, whilst
18 or 35-0% of them answered no. The majority of the travel agen¬
cies accepted that they had received complaints from tourists about
shopping in Hong Kongo The following table will show the nature
of the complaintso
Table A11: Tourist Complaints about
Shorvnine in Hons Kone
Monfi on .c:
High prices and expensive
Fake imitation articles
Different prices for the same article
Poor services








The number of total mentions is
Analvsis
These complaints will serve as good guidelines for
tourist shop owners in tourist shopping to improve the present
situation. To help build an efficient marketing framework, they
should pay attention to pricing, selling out fake and imitation
articles, inconsistent pricing policy, poor quality goods and
overcharging, and poor customer services. They should also
provide security services for the tourists to safeguard them from
being pickpockefled during shoppingo
These complaints are not ungrounded. To improve the
situation, tourist shops should endeavour to eliminate the kinds
of parctice which cause tourists to complain. These six areas of
complaints should serve as a general framework for drastic im¬
provement o
(B) Malpractices in shopping in Hong Kong
Results
The question asked is: Have you noticed any malpractices
in Hong Kong?— Of the 51 respondents, 39 or 76.0% of the respond¬
ents answered yes, whilst 12 or 2k.0% of them answered no.
Analysis
Malpractices are rampant in Hong Kong's tourist shopping
trade— 7o0% of the travel agencies respondents accepted they
«
knew of many shopping malpractices. The following table shows
the nature of the chief malpractices in tourist shopping.











The number of total mentions is 16
The most serious malpractice in tourist shopping is selling fake
and imitation articles0 Watches and jewellery are the two most
frequently mentioned articles where malpractices are rampant.
Cheating may be defined as dishonesty on the part of the
tourist shop owners, salesmen, or shop-assistants, who, for example,
give a false account about the true value of a certain article or
productp
Overcharging is a poor marketing technique0 Prices are
raised to sky-high and therefore become unrealistic0 Although
tourists may bargain and cut down in prices, yet the practice has
many sideeffects all of which tend to be damaging to the tourist,
shopping trade as a whole.
As a kind of selling technique, touting is not justified.
Tourists should not be forced to buy thingg which they do not want
to buy. Touting should be abandoned and be replaced by more so¬
phisticated selling methodso
5.0 EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION
5.1 Upgrading Customer Service
In its very core, tourist shopping is a service
industry. As such, its success or failure is closely related
to the extent of satisfaction it offers to the customers. As
a marketing device, personal selling in tourist shopping has
been especially emphasized. It plays a very significant role
in servicing customers and promoting sales as well.
Tourist shops in Hong Kong are facing serious
challenges from two fronts. On one front, they have to face
strong and keen competition amongst themselves. On the other
front, they have to compete with retail shops in other SQ E„
Asian countries which are striving to develop and promote
their tourist industry. To overcome these difficulties,
retail shops have to upgrade customer services. Indeed,
impeccable customer services are one of the best marketing
strategies in tourist shopping.
The process of customer service improvement involves
vigorous training of the sales force and a more realistic re-
vision of the present renumeration method, which, in turn,
necessitates greater effort on the management.
During the pilot study, some leading merchants in this field
asserted that a few S. E. Asian countries have already con¬
sidered this method as an effective means of upgrading ser¬
vices in tourist shopping.
(A) The importance of vigorous training
Analysis of the data indicates that the management
of the retail shops are aware of the important role of training.
The majority of retail shops have provided adequate on-the-job
trainings for their employees. However, more formal training
programmes such as lectures, conferences, discussions, and
demonstrations, have not been duly emphasized. This kind of
off-the-job training can bestow three advantages.
1. Better communication between staff and the
management— mutual understanding can thus
be obtained;
2. More valuable guidance to better selling
technique,
3. More opportunities to develop the potent¬
ialities of the employees
A balance may be striken between off-the-job and on-the-job
trainingo
Efficient training tools are decisive in bringing
about success to a training programme. The analysis in this
aspect indicates that training tools are not widely used by
the retail shops. In order to achieve better results, visual
aids such as short films, slides, etc. relating to the theme
of customer service upgrading should be regularly shown to
employees. The impact of these training aids on the employees
may achieve tremendous results.
The importance of employing visual aids in training has been
recognized by the Hong Kong Tourist Association, which pro¬
duced a short film entitled Courtesy to that effect0
(F0 Def-ini ne- objectives of the training urofframme
In designing a training programme, the management should
define clearly the objectives of the programme0 In general, the
following objectives may be included:
1. To cultivate a genuine desire to serve
customers;
To nolish and refine selling techniaue:
3. To implant the importance of patience,
sympathetic attitude, and tolerance on
the sales force:
t. To teach the sales force to speak at
least two languages:
5. To provide them with expertise knowledge
about the products under their care.
(C) Revising the compensation method
The analysis of the data shows that the straight salary
payment method is the most commonly used in retail shops in the
tourist shopping tradec This payment method provides insuffi¬
cient monetary incentive to motivate salesmen to adopt a more
positive attitude towards work.
The more appropriate payment method should be the
basic salary plus incentive payment. However, the basic salary
should not be unattractively low. Incentive payment should be
on a monthly basis, and should be rewarded to salesmen who have
reached a certain target sales0
The management must be aware of the importance of
monetary incentive as one of the basic motivational forces
to better performance
5o2 Formulation of an Effective
Ma-rkp+n ncr Miv
In view of the present drop in purchasing power of
the tourists in general and changing customer tastes, tourist
shops should endeavour to formulate an effective marketing
mix to meet these new challenges0
(A) Applying modern marketing management technique
to product decision
From the analysis, it is shown that the majority of
retail shop owners have fully recognized the need of applying
advanced marketing management technique to help decision making
in the various aspects of the productproblem0
Indeed, a retail shop manager should ..understand that
product decisions based on experiences and intuition can be
assisted by objective evaluation of the market based on data
programming. These two approaches are not mutually exclusive,
but are complementary of each other0
Utilizing the facilities and exploiting the potent¬
ialities of advanced marketing techniques in product decisions
are the responsibilities of the management. The right product
decisions, meeting the changing demands of the customers, will
be the first step in evolving an effective marketing mix0
(B) Channel decisions
Grouping together of retail shops in the same hotel
arcade or the same street is not a wrong decision about place.
But the fault lies in selling the same kind of goods. The
immediate need is to diversify the nature of the goods on
sale.
The trend of super-market type of selling will not
be prevalent in tourist shopping which puts special emphasis
on special services to customers. However, in some segments
of the tourist shopping business, super-market type of retail¬
ing which offers wider selection and lower prices should re¬
ceive serious consideration. In fact, according to the data
collected, a few large department stores in the tourist shopp¬
ing trade have already practised the super-market type of
selling in some their sections.
i. Diversifying the goods on sale
Grouping of shops together have many advantages, as
indicated from the above analysis0 However, the main objection
to this is that less fun in shopping will be resulted as there
is little diversification. Retail shops should strive to avoid
selling the same kind of goods in the same hotel acrade—
diversifying the goods seems to be the most logical solution.
On the one hand, it retains the benefits of grouping together;
on the other hand, it avoids the unwanted disadvanages of
grouping together.
ii. Possibility of super-market type of retailing
in tourist shopping in Hong Kong
Tourist shopping stresses special as well as professional
services to customers. Because of this and other technical problems
such as huge capital investment outlay and security control, the
trend of super-market type of retailing will not be predominant in
Hong Kong's tourist shopping industry.
However, in some segments of the shopping business, such
as ready-made garmehts, leather goods, etc., the super-market type
of retailing can offer the advantages of wider selection and lower
prices. The appeal of cheaper prices is great, especially to the
increasing number of tourists who are becoming more and more price-
conscious as a result of the worldwide economic crunch which brings
about an obvious drop in general purchasing power.
(C) Choosing the right pricing policy
High prices have already done enough damage to tourist•»
shopping in Hong Kong. It is time to reconsider the right kind
of pricing policy.
From the data collected both from the retail shops and
the travel agencies, there exists an increasing demand on the part
of the tourists for a more stable and consistent pricing policyQ
Although tourists enjoy bargaining, yet they do not like to be
overchargedo High mark-up in the variable -price policy should
be dropped. Instead, a more reasonable mark-up which can still
allow room for bargaining is the best pricing policy.
To expect a lucrative return in the tourist shopping
trade is quite outdated now in the present conditions of general
economic setback and runaway inflation. The pricing method based
on total cost plus a desired profit seems to be a sound and more
realistic approach.
(D) More ae-e-ressive promotional effort
In promoting sales, advertising is by far the most
effective means. Advertising as an effective marketing means
should be stressed in tourist shopping. The existing adver¬
tising expenditure is too small to be of use. The management
should understand that advertising is a positive tactic to
attract customers.
The traditional methods of promotion such as store
displays and personal selling should be retained becasue they
have their own worthiness. In general, the majority of the
tourist shops believe that super customer service and high-
quality goods are the best promotional policy, for customer
recommendations can bring hbout more customers and therefore
more sales. The rationale behind is sound. But, more aggressive
promotional effort can bring about even better results© New
conditions necessitate new promotional tactics. Retail shops
in tourist shopping in Hong Hong Kong should abandon the
traditional attitude of passively waiting for customers to come
in: they should strive to take up the initiative to attract
customers©
5.3 Benefits of Integrations Lower Costs
and Lower Ibices
How to lower the price of the goods is the most thorny
problem that is being confronted by the management of the tourist
shops. Integration, both vertical and horizontal, is a feasible
approach. Vertical integration has twomajor benefits: more manage¬
ment aids and lower-margin wholesaling. Horizontal integration
in the form of retailers8 co-operative achieves a certain degree
of economies of scale. In sum, the greatest benefit of integrat¬
ion in either form is cheaper price.
The obstacle, however, to integration in these forms
is the fear of the loss of sepearate identity on the part of the
retail shop owners, he data collected reveal that the majority
of the shop owners are sole-proprietors and partnerships. They
fear that, once they are integrated, in either form, their independ¬
ence of decisions in many aspects of the management may be endangered.
Lower prices are, of course, desirable, but lower prices at the
expense of their independence is undesirable. In consequence, they
are reluctant to integrate. Their fear is understandable, especi-
t
ally when the mentality of the majority of Chinese businessmen is
taken into account. But the fear is not well justified. Group
buying or group advertising will not hurt independence, it is just
a co-operative effort to reduce expenses. It has nothing to do
with the infringement upon rights.
See Appendix C0
Retail shops in tourist shopping should attempt to
learn of the benefits of integration which, in essence, is an
economic means of reducing expenses and thus lowering costs, no
an infringement to independence.
5. A Doubts of Rebate as an Effective
Markpf.-i ntr Devi
From the point of view of retail shop owners, rebate
serves as a marketing device to attract more customers and there¬
fore increasing sales. However, their effort is misdirected.
Rebate is essentially not a positive marketing device, as it
ends in pushing up prices to an unreasonable level. At present,
the rebate system has already done damage to tourist shopping
in Hong Kong. It should be completely abandoned if Hong Kong's
tourist shopping trade is to reassert its former brightness.
As a marketing device, rebate can bring only short-
term benefits. In the long run, it is a very destructive device,
•t
for it hurts not only the shopping trade itself, but also the
tourist industry as a whole. Scrupulous businessmen should be
reluctant to use rebate as a marketing policy to bait travel
I'
agencies to bring in tourists and therefore more sales. This
is a wrong tactic0 Sound marketing devices based on impeccable
customer service, high-quality goods, honest dealings and trans¬
actions. should renlace the rebate marketing: effort
In eliminating this unfair practice, travel agencies
have a part to play. They, in the first place, should not accept
underpaid package tour orders. Tackling the underpaid package
tour problem by means of seeking rebate from tourist retail shops
in order to compensate for the loss is a very short-sighted way of
conducting business: it tends to kill a hen in order to take her
It is difficult to eliminate such a deep-seated practice
in ashort time. For the present moment, rebate should at least
be vigorously controlled.
5.5 Strict control on Malpractices in
Tourist Shopping
Selling imitation articles, overcharging, touting, and
dishonest transactions are all poor marketing techniques. They
must be completely exterminated before tourist shopping in Hong
Kong can earn back its reputation as paradise of shopping.
Strict control must be effected on rooting out malpractices in
Tourist Shopping. Retail shops themselves, the Hong Kong Tourist
Association, and the Government should co-operative in stamping
out shopping malpractices.
Blacklisting of tourist shops which are found
engaging in shopping malpractices is a feasible step in stamping
out illicit activities in tourist shopping. Blacklisting is only
a passive method to deal with malpractices; however, it can exert
a restraining effect on tourist shops0
Moreover, a kind of reserve fund should be set up0
The main function of this fund is to compensate for those tourists
who have brought fake articles or damaged goods0 In this way, the
feeling of the tourists can be soothed. It is known that in certain
trades of the tourist shopping industry such as the jewellery business,
this kind of reserve fund has already been set up and in operation0
All in all, it must be stressed that a high level of
integrity should be preserved and retained in tourist shopping;
honest dealings are the best policy of marketing management,.
During the pilot study, a leading merchant in the jewellery
business asserted that in the jewellery trade, a kind of
guarantee fund has long been set up to protect customers.
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On the whole, the overall marketing performance in tourist
shopping in Hong Kong deserves high credits in many aspects of mar¬
keting management. However, in some areas, the marketing perform¬
ance is rather doubtful. It need be stressed that the retainment
of the good points and the elimination of the dubious practices,
should be the main objective of the management of the retail shops
in tourist shopping. In the long run, not only will the shopping
trade be benefited, but also the whole tourist industry, if this
objective can be achieved.
On the credit side, marketing performance in the following
areas is excellent:
1. Satisfactory customer service: 72.5% of the
tourists express their satisfaction over the
customer service rendered by retail shops;
2. High-quality products: Hong Kong is highly
reputed for selling high-quality products,
excellent in workmanship as well as in
design;
3. Shop decoration and display: no other
countries in S. E. Asia can surpass Hong
Kong in this aspect.
On the debit side, marketing performance in the
following areas have to be vigorously reconsidered:
1. Overcharging; high prices are already
deterring many tourists from buying
freely in Hong Kong:
2. Rebate: this unfair practice has done
some irreparable damages to the reput¬
ation of Hong Kong as a shopping centre;
3 Malpractices: selling fake or imitation
articles to earn short-term lucrative
profits
6.2 Suggestions for Future Development
The future of tourist shopping in Hong Kong is still as
bright as ever, if all the dubious marketing practices are to be
wiped out. Development in the tourist shopping trade is still
great; so that marketing management in the future needs greater
effort and ingenious innovation.
(A) Understanding the changing marketing environment
Marketing environment in tourist shopping at present
and in the future is changing. Generally, the new forces at work
can be outlined as follows:
1o Changing customer tastes: demand for new
products and novel goods will increase;
2. Declining purchasing power: on the whole,
as a result of the world economic crunch,
buying power tends to decline and will
last for a certain period, so that this
factor should be taken into serious
consideration, especially in product
decision making::
3. More professional service needed; with
the rise of the educational standard of
the tourists in general, more profess¬
ional services are needed0
(R) An intftcrrated viow of market nlannine
An integrated view of market planning is very important
in future marketing management (1). Successful execution of a
marketing programme requires integration at two levels:
1, The marketing mix variables must be
integrated;
2. The overall marketing programme must be
integrated with the shop's other functional
programmes such as finance, personnel, etc.
The variables in the marketing mix— product, place,
price, and promotion decisions— must complementeach other. If
(1) E0 Bo Uhr, Marketing; Problems: Situation for Analysis, John
Wiley, 1973.
they do, the total impact in the marketing performance is enhanced,,
It is the effectiveness, or lack thereof, of the overall marketing
programme that will ultimately determine whether or not marketing
objectives are achieved„
Successful marketing programme rests on the co-ordination
efforts of the shop as a whole0 The management should have an
integrated view of market planning and execution. In this way,




Part I: Retail Shops
I. Shop Particulars








IIo Salesmen Training and Compensation
1. Training and developing salesmen and shop-assistants
(a) Does your firm employ the following training





(3) Formalized class for
lectures, discussions,
demonstrations
(b) Does your firm use the following tools for sales






2. Compensation to salesmen and shop-assistants
Which of the following compensation method does
your firm adopt? (Check all that apply)
(1) Straight salary
(2) Basic salary plus
incentive payment
(3) Straight commission with
or without drawing account
(k) Other allowances (Please specify)
III. Market Planning and development
1. Product:-
In determining what should constitute the line of
products sold by your firm, do you feel that decision
making and programming in the following areas are
essential?
Yes No DK
(1) Which products should the
firm buy or which should
it make?
(2) Should the company expand
or simplify its line
(3) Ts the quality right for
the intended use market
(f) How should the product be
styled and designed, and
in what sizes, colours,
materials should it be pro¬
duced?
(5) In what quantities should
each item be bought or made,
and what inventory controls
should be established?
2. Channels of Distribution:-
(a) Do you find that grouping of shops doing the same kind
of business, e.g0 jewellery, etc. in the same hotel
arcade or the same street will make Tourist Shopping
more interesting?
Yap Mr D1
(b) Regarding retailing, do you think that the trend in
Hong Kong Tourist Shopping will be something like
that of the super-market type by which a tourist is
offered a wider selection at lower nrices?
3. Prices:-
8(a) Do you think that a one-price policy would help to attract
more tourists, or that the opportunity to bargain would




(4) Other price policies (Please specify)
(b) Which of the following methods do you consider is
more appropriate in price setting? (Check one only)
(1) Prices based on total cost plus a desire
profit
(2) Prices based on a balance between estim¬
ates of market demand and costs of pro¬
motion and marketing;
(3) Prices set by competitive market conditions
(f) Other methods (Please specify
4. Promotion:-
(a) Advertising expenditure as percentage of company sales:
About
(b) Which of the following methods does your firm use in




(k) Trade shows exhibitions
(5) Mail-order selling
(6) Other methods (Please specify)
IVo The Problem of Integration
1. Vertical Integration
Do you think that a group of independent retailers
affiliated with a wholesaler for buying, advertising,
or other merchandising activities would enable retailers
to receive:
Yes NO
(1) More management aids (Advice
on accounting procedures, lay¬
out and display, buying assis¬
tance and group advertising)
(2) Lower-margin wholesaling,
making lower prices possible
2. Horizontal Integration
Can the retailers derive the following benefits by
joining together to form a retailer's cooperative?
Yes NO
(1) Improve retailing practices through
aids given by the central organiz¬
ation
(2) Group advertising to reduce expense
(3) Reduced cost of merchandise through
group buying
(A) Lower selling prices
(5) Other advantages (Please list out
below)
Part II: Travel Agencies
I0 Opinions on the Existing Conditions of Tourist Shopping
in Hong Kong
1• What is your opinion on the package tours?
2. Have you any comments on the underpaid package
tours being compensated for by the rebate system
in shopping?
3. What is the general level of rebate percentage?
k. Have you heard of any complaints made by tourists
about shopping in Hong Kong?
Yes No
If yes, what are these complaints?
3. Have you noticed any malpractices in Hong Kong?
Yes No
If yes, what are the chief malpractices that you
have heard of?
II. Marketing; Problems in Tourist Shopping Trade
1. Regarding retailing, do you think that the trend in Hong
Kong tourist shopping will be something like that of the
super-market type by which a tourist is offered a wider
selection at lower prices?
2. Do you think that grouping of shops doing the same kind
of business, e.g. jewellery, etc. in the same hotel ar¬
cade or the same street will make tourist shopping more
interesting?
3. Do you think that a one-price policy would help to
attract more tourists, or that the opportunity to





Other price policy (Please specify)
k. What do you think of the customer service rendered by
retail shops?
Satisfactory Unsatisfactory
If unsatisfactory, in your opinion, what improvements
could be made?
APPENDIX B































Type of Ownership- Retail shops
Number of







The total number of respondents in 255
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1香 港 遊 客 購 物 業 之 重 要 市 場 問 題 研 究
遊 客 購 物 業 對 香 港 經 濟 之 貢 獻 甚 大 。 在 一 九 七 四 年 內
， 外 國 遊 客 在 香 港 消 費 總 額 為 二 十 八 億 餘 港 元 ， 抵 銷 該 年
度 本 港 對 外 貿 易 逆 差 達 百 分 之 六 十 八 點 五 ； 在 遊 客 消 費 總
額 中 ， 遊 客 購 物 全 額 佔 百 分 之 六 十 一 ， 約 等 於 是 年 香 港 出
口 貿 易 總 額 百 分 之 五 ； 由 此 可 見 遊 客 購 物 對 香 港 經 濟 之 重
要 性 。 此 外 ， 港 專 營 遊 客 物 品 之 零 售 商 店 ， 復 提 供 甚 多 就
業 機 會 。 購 物 為 遊 客 訪 港 重 要 活 動 之 一 ， 十 分 之 九 遊 客 認
為 購 物 乃 香 港 最 主 要 的 吸 引 力 。
根 據 統 計 數 字 ， 遊 客 購 物 實 際 金 額 已 在 下 降 中 ， 其 中
2主 要 原 因 為 世 界 性 經 濟 衰 退 ， 通 貨 膨 脹 ， 及 東 南 亞 其 他 旅
遊 區 之 劇 烈 競 爭 。 因 此 ， 香 港 欲 求 保 持 購 物 方 面 之 吸 引 力
， 必 須 注 意 改 善 市 場 方 面 所 面 臨 之 問 題 。
本 研 究 之 目 的 ， 在 就 遊 客 購 物 業 所 面 對 之 眾 多 市 場 問
題 中 ， 選 取 比 較 重 要 之 問 題 加 以 探 討 分 析 ， 以 求 對 遊 客 購
物 業 務 增 進 有 所 貢 獻 。
本 研 究 所 根 據 之 資 料 ， 是 通 過 問 卷 及 個 人 訪 問 而 獲 得
。 訪 問 對 象 為 專 營 遊 客 物 品 零 售 商 店 之 東 主 或 經 理 ， 及 若
干 旅 行 社 之 主 持 人 。
本 文 第 一 部 份 ， 選 出 五 燈 重 要 市 場 問 題 ， 並 解 釋 其 對
3遊 客 購 物 業 務 增 長 之 重 要 性 。 第 一 類 為 售 貨 員 態 度 及 顧 客
服 務 問 題 。 就 本 質 而 言 ， 遊 客 購 物 業 為 一 着 重 服 務 的 行 業
， 故 售 貨 員 之 態 度 極 為 重 要 。 遊 客 期 望 的 報 務 態 度 為 有 禮
貌 的 服 務 及 售 貨 員 對 其 售 賣 的 貨 品 有 深 入 之 認 識 。 欲 增 加
客 人 之 好 感 ， 必 須 提 高 服 務 及 售 賣 態 度 之 水 準 。 適 當 的 訓
練 方 法 和 合 理 的 薪 酬 制 度 促 使 此 水 準 之 提 高 。
第 二 類 為 市 場 計 劃 及 發 展 問 題 。 一 個 有 效 成 功 的 市 場
綜 合 ， 須 能 溶 合 四 大 要 素 ： 貨 品 抉 擇 ， 銷 售 地 點 、 定 價 政
策 、 和 拓 銷 。 関 於 貨 品 抉 擇 方 面 ， 遊 客 物 品 零 售 店 之 主 持
人 有 否 利 用 先 進 電 腦 或 資 料 編 纂 技 術 ， 作 出 明 智 的 決 定 ？
4銷 售 地 點 對 於 遊 客 購 物 業 極 為 重 要 。 在 香 港 ， 專 營 遊 客 物
品 商 店 對 於 地 點 之 選 擇 有 一 特 出 之 趨 向 ， 即 聚 集 於 某 一 酒
店 之 購 物 廊 中 或 遊 客 區 內 。 此 一 現 象 能 否 增 加 遊 客 購 物 之
趣 味 ？ 超 級 市 場 之 售 賣 方 式 會 否 出 現 於 遊 客 購 物 業 ？ 現 行
之 定 價 政 策 基 於 何 種 方 法 ？ 遊 客 喜 歡 何 種 定 價 政 策 ？ 在 現
代 市 場 管 理 學 中 ， 拓 銷 為 一 重 要 課 題 。 專 營 遊 客 物 品 商 店
有 否 採 用 廣 告 或 展 覽 會 等 拓 銷 方 法 ？ 凡 此 均 為 本 文 欲 研 究
之 對 象 。
等 三 類 為 全 併 問 題 。 全 併 方 式 可 分 為 縱 線 和 橫 線 合 併
。 縱 線 合 併 為 零 售 商 與 批 發 商 合 併 ， 從 而 獲 得 低 價 進 貨 的
5利 益 和 管 理 方 面 的 指 導 。 橫 線 合 併 為 零 售 店 組 織 成 一 合 作
社 ， 從 而 獲 得 中 心 發 出 之 指 導 、 集 體 入 貨 、 廣 告 等 。 此 舉
可 以 降 低 成 本 ， 有 助 於 香 港 保 持 價 廉 物 美 的 聲 譽 。
第 四 類 為 回 佣 問 題 。 在 遊 客 購 物 業 中 ， 回 佣 甚 為 普 遍
， 有 時 高 達 百 分 之 三 十 以 上 ， 導 致 價 格 高 昂 ， 使 遊 客 望 而
卻 步 。 回 佣 是 否 為 有 效 的 爭 取 市 場 方 法 ， 為 本 文 主 要 探 討
對 象 之 一 。
第 五 類 為 遊 客 購 物 業 之 不 法 行 為 問 題 。 遊 客 常 投 訴 香
港 商 店 有 不 法 欺 詐 之 行 為 ， 如 出 售 倣 製 品 或 偽 贗 品 是 。 商
店 對 此 等 行 為 之 辯 護 為 ： 此 舉 適 合 購 買 能 力 較 低 而 欲 買 入
6各 廠 貨 品 之 遊 客 ， 由 此 而 滿 足 彼 等 的 需 求 ， 此 一 論 點 能 否
成 立 ， 為 本 文 研 究 重 點 之 一 。
本 文 第 二 部 份 為 上 述 五 類 問 題 調 查 結 果 之 分 析 及 理 解
， 由 此 而 獲 致 結 論 及 提 出 建 議 。
開 於 第 一 類 問 題 ， 根 據 受 調 查 商 店 之 回 答 ， 大 部 份 經
營 遊 客 購 物 業 之 零 售 商 店 都 採 用 在 職 訓 練 ， 對 於 較 高 水 準
之 訓 練 如 研 討 會 等 則 多 不 感 興 趣 。 在 訓 練 方 面 ， 多 採 用 保 和
成 本 低 廉 之 方 法 。 在 薪 酬 方 面 ， 僅 少 部 份 商 店 採 用 佣
金 或 獎 勵 制 度 ， 大 部 份 則 採 用 月 薪 制 度 。
開 於 市 場 計 劃 和 發 展 ， 調 查 資 料 顯 示 大 部 商 店 的 主 持
7人 都 認 識 到 先 進 電 腦 及 資 料 編 纂 技 術 對 貨 品 抉 擇 有 極 大 的
幫 助 。
有 關 營 業 地 點 問 題 ， 調 查 結 果 顯 示 零 售 商 對 此 舉 棋 不
定 。 受 調 查 商 店 有 半 數 認 為 聚 集 一 處 能 增 加 遊 客 購 物 的 趣
味 、 方 便 、 及 有 所 比 較 等 。 反 對 者 則 認 為 過 度 集 中 會 令 遊
客 乏 味 ， 因 為 貨 品 的 種 類 、 陳 設 、 包 裝 等 都 已 劃 一 。 至 於
超 級 市 場 方 式 的 營 業 ， 百 分 之 八 十 五 的 商 店 主 持 人 認 為 不
可 能 出 現 於 遊 客 購 物 業 ， 因 管 理 、 控 制 、 及 資 本 方 面 有 困
難 ； 更 且 遊 客 多 不 喜 歡 大 量 購 物 ， 喜 歡 討 價 還 價 的 樂 趣 。
部 份 商 店 認 為 此 一 形 式 的 經 營 可 行 於 某 款 貨 品 ， 如 成 衣 ，
8皮 具 等 。
有 關 定 價 政 策 ， 調 查 顯 示 零 售 商 逐 漸 認 識 到 單 一 價 格
最 為 遊 客 歡 迎 ， 雖 然 部 份 商 店 認 為 变 動 價 格 可 滿 足 遊 客 討
價 還 價 之 心 理 。 惟 变 動 價 格 易 使 遊 客 產 生 被 欺 騙 感 覺 。 普
遍 採 用 之 定 價 方 法 ， 為 總 成 本 加 合 理 利 潤 。
關 於 拓 銷 問 題 ， 根 據 調 查 所 示 ， 遊 客 商 品 店 多 認 為 廣
告 費 用 過 於 昂 貴 ， 故 廣 告 式 的 拓 銷 不 大 注 重 。 較 常 採 用 的
方 法 為 個 人 銷 售 及 櫥 窗 陳 設 。 少 數 商 店 曾 參 加 海 外 拓 銷 活
動 。
關 於 合 併 問 題 ， 無 論 縱 線 或 橫 線 方 式 都 不 為 零 售 商 支
9持 。 縱 線 合 併 方 面 ， 接 受 調 查 之 商 店 雖 然 承 認 由 此 獲 得 管
理 指 導 和 □ 價 入 貨 之 利 益 ， 但 若 干 商 店 有 獨 立 入 貨 之 習 慣
， 且 管 理 指 導 未 必 能 顧 及 实 際 環 境 需 要 ， 不 願 透 露 生 意
動 情 況 实 為 最 大 阻 力 。 橫 線 合 併 方 面 ， 集 體 購 貨 及 廣 告 被
認 為 有 經 濟 上 的 助 力 ； 但 習 慣 獨 來 獨 往 之 香 港 遊 客 購 物 業
主 持 人 大 部 對 此 反 應 不 佳 。
關 於 回 佣 問 題 ， 甚 為 複 雜 ， 正 反 兩 方 各 持 已 見 。 贊 成
者 認 為 回 佣 是 正 常 生 意 活 動 收 入 ， 不 應 廢 除 ， 且 此 行 競 爭
劇 烈 ， 回 佣 無 可 避 免 。 反 對 者 認 為 此 舉 直 接 抬 高 價 格 ， 使
香 港 失 去 價 廉 物 美 佳 譽
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關 於 遊 客 購 物 業 這 不 法 行 為 ， 受 調 查 這 旅 行 社 有 百 份
之 七 十 以 上 承 認 接 到 遊 客 投 訴 。 投 訴 內 容 有 下 列 四 大 項 ：
倣 品 及 偽 品 、 價 格 過 高 、 強 迫 購 買 、 以 及 服 務 態 度 惡 劣 。
投 訴 最 多 者 為 倣 贗 手 錶 及 珠 宝 。
綜 合 各 方 面 調 查 結 果 ， 本 文 提 出 以 下 建 議 ：
一 提 高 服 務 水 準 ： 從 本 質 言 ， 遊 客 購 物 業 為 一 高 度 服 務 性
的 行 業 ， 欲 爭 取 顧 客 ， 必 須 注 重 售 貨 員 的 訓 練 和 採 用 適
當 之 訓 練 工 具 ， 薪 酬 方 面 則 應 設 立 獎 勵 制 度 。
二 釐 定 一 套 实 際 有 效 的 市 場 綜 合 ： 新 的 環 境 及 新 的 挑 戰 ，
需 要 新 而 有 效 的 方 法 來 慶 付 。 在 物 品 抉 擇 方 面 ， 應 盡 量
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使 用 現 代 技 術 ， 使 經 驗 輔 以 科 學 ， 兩 者 相 得 益 彰 。 地 點
方 面 ， 無 妨 同 在 一 處 ， 惟 必 須 避 免 過 度 劃 一 化 ， 免 使 遊
客 感 覺 得 單 調 乏 味 之 超 級 市 場 形 式 的 經 營 ， 似 無 可 能 全
面 性 出 現 於 遊 客 購 物 業 ， 但 若 干 貨 品 可 考 慮 实 行 此 種 形
式 的 銷 售 。 拓 銷 方 面 ， 應 採 取 進 取 性 的 行 動 如 廣 告 宣 傳
， 物 品 展 覽 等 。 貨 品 定 價 方 面 ， 應 採 用 單 一 定 價 ； 為 採
用 变 動 價 格 ， 則 必 須 自 我 約 束 。
三 應 考 慮 合 併 的 經 濟 利 益 ： 有 限 度 之 合 併 不 致 損 害 商 店 之
獨 立 自 主 性 。 以 較 低 的 價 格 入 貨 可 使 香 港 遊 客 購 物 業 更
具 競 爭 能 力 。
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四 回 佣 決 不 是 一 個 有 效 的 爭 取 顧 客 方 法 ： 以 短 期 利 益 言 ，
回 佣 制 度 可 增 進 營 業 額 ： 但 長 期 言 ， 則 實 利 少 弊 多 ， 因
佣 金 直 接 導 致 成 本 高 漲 ， 而 高 價 則 使 遊 客 望 而 卻 步 。
五 嚴 格 管 制 遊 客 購 物 業 之 不 法 行 為 ： 香 港 旅 遊 協 會 及 政 府
應 負 起 此 一 責 任 。 不 合 作 的 商 店 可 列 入 黑 名 單 ， 使 遊 客
不 致 受 欺 騙 。
總 括 來 說 ， 遊 客 購 物 業 前 景 樂 觀 ， 香 港 具 有 極 多 優 點
， 宜 發 揚 其 優 點 ， 摒 除 其 缺 點 ， 使 香 港 保 持 其 購 物 天 堂 美
譽 。


